Imagine Ageless Beauty

Imagine a lifetime of beauty with the strength of steel
You deserve the best, the original, DECRA®

As the original stone coated steel roofing system, the DECRA® product line represents a perfect blending of nearly 60 years of research and practical experience. Offering the ultimate in performance and engineering design is what DECRA® roofing systems are all about.
Exceeding expectations through innovation

The strength and durability of a stone coated steel roof is combined with the versatile good looks of a tile, shake or shingle profile to give you a DECRA® roofing system. DECRA® panels have a unique interlocking design, that withstand high winds and add shear strength.
A proven history for surviving harsh conditions

DECRA® roofs are a proven system, surviving some of the harshest weather conditions around the world for over 50 years. The interlocking panels won't crack, break, warp, curl or split and they are warranted for winds of up to 120 mph and against hail penetration. With the severe weather conditions we have been experiencing, now is a great time for a DECRA® stone coated steel roofing system to protect your home and family.
Providing a lifetime of safety and performance

Steel is strong and non-combustible making it an outstanding performer when it comes to hail and fire. A DECRA® roofing system is durable, freeze/thaw resistant and will offer richness and beauty to enhance your home. DECRA® roofs are covered by a transferable Lifetime Limited Warranty, including winds up to 120 MPH and hail penetration.
This DECRA roof reduced this family’s energy use by 15%.

Committed to sustainability
We are committed to manufacturing a sustainable product. Made of steel, DECRA® products are durable, long-lasting and recyclable at the end of life. A durable, long-lasting recyclable product equates to less future raw materials being used to make new products. Additionally, installation over existing roofing materials is possible; thereby diverting old materials from landfills.

Sustainable

Save money and the environment
Reduce your energy consumption and save on your heating and cooling.

This DECRA roof reduced this family's energy use by 15%
Appearance is essential

Beauty is just one of the many benefits of owning a DECRA® roof and Ageless Beauty is the most important. If appearance is important to you, a beautiful, low maintenance, roofing solution like DECRA®, is a great choice for you.
Imagine

"Our roof is beautiful...You keep the look, but upgrade the quality and life of your home."
"My greatest joy and satisfaction comes from my friends' reactions to seeing my new roof for the first time. I tell them it is a metal roof and they say, 'wow'!"

See the difference
Available in six distinctive profiles, including the largest selection of concealed fastener systems, a DECRA® roof will enhance your current style or transform the look of your home into a new style. Regardless of the style you choose, with a DECRA® stone coated steel roof you select the style you like and enjoy the best performance available.
Beauty and Style of Mediterranean Tile

A DECRA® Tile roof adds a unique elegance to any home and has been the ideal alternative to traditional tile products for nearly 60 years.

Note: Installed over battens, which offers increased airflow and a reduction in energy consumption.

Tile / Shake Color Blends

Charcoal Chestnut Garnet (Tile Only) Granite Grey

Color Swatches: Due to the printing process, colors may vary from actual product. Please refer to an actual full panel product sample before ordering.
Beauty and Richness of Cedar Shake

DECRA® Shake offers the distinctive beauty and richness of cedar shake, while providing the durability and longevity of stone coated steel.

Note: Installed over battens, which offers increased airflow and a reduction in energy consumption.

Tile / Shake Color Blends

- Sea Green
- Shadowood
- Terracotta (Tile Only)
- Weathered Timber

Color Swatches: Due to the printing process, colors may vary from actual product. Please refer to an actual full panel product sample before ordering.
DECRA® Shake XD® – Pinnacle Grey
Optional Hip & Ridge shown at rake

Classic Beauty of Handsplit Wood Shake
DECRA® Shake XD® offers the classic beauty and architectural detail of a thick, rustic, handsplit wood shake combined with the superior performance and longevity of steel.

Shake XD® Color Blends
Antique Chestnut
Pinnacle Grey

Color Swatches: Due to the printing process, colors may vary from actual product. Please refer to an actual full panel product sample before ordering.
Shingle at a Fraction of the Weight

DECRA® Shingle XD®, with its thick cut edges and deep distinctive shadow lines, provides greater dimensionality and a robust appearance and is ideal if you prefer the look of heavy-cut architectural shingles.

Architectural

Shingle XD® Color Blends

Classic Cobblestone  Midnight Eclipse  Natural Slate  Old Hickory

Color Swatches: Due to the printing process, colors may vary from actual product. Please refer to an actual full panel product sample before ordering.
DECRA Villa Tile combines the superior performance of steel with the classic beauty, elegance and architectural detail of an old world Italian tile. Durable and lightweight, Villa Tile is walkable and requires little to no maintenance.

Villa Tile Color Blends

Amalfi Sand  Capri Clay  Pompeii Ash  Rustico Clay  Venetian Gold

Color Swatches: Due to the printing process, colors may vary from actual product. Please refer to an actual full panel product sample before ordering.
Are metal roofs noisy?
No, the stone coated steel design of the DECRA® roof deadens the sound of the rain and even hail unlike a non-stone coated metal roof.

Is a metal roof hotter in the summer and colder in the winter?
No, many customers report a reduction in energy costs during summer and winter months after installing a DECRA® roof. Also, a DECRA® stone coated steel roof can be installed over an existing roof, providing additional insulation from temperature extremes. (check local code requirements)

Is a metal roof dangerous in weather with lightening?
No, metal roofing is both an electrical conductor, and a noncombustible material.

Can I get a discount on my homeowners insurance?
In many states, the Class 4 rating can earn a discount on homeowners insurance. Just ask your local agent for details in your state.

Is a DECRA® Roofing System more expensive?
A DECRA® roof offers more value for your money. With a minimum 50 year life expectancy, you would have to purchase and install 2-1/2 shingle roofs for the cost of one DECRA roof. Like most products you buy, "you get what you pay for."

Is DECRA® the "original stone coated steel roofing system"?
Yes, DECRA® has a long history and is the original stone coated steel roofing system developed by L.J. Fisher in 1957 as a solution to a wartime crisis.
Lifetime Limited Warranty

High Performance

Hail & Freeze / Thaw Resistant

Fire Safe, Non-Combustible

Exceptional Value

Enjoy a lifetime of beauty

Experience the strength of steel

Lifetime Limited DECRA Warranty
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